PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Volunteers for kids of Kazár
Help to the poor kids in the village to spend their
holiday useful
2017.07.03.
Start date
2017.07.09.
End date
Kazár
Location
Hungary
Country
Nógrád
Region
English or Hungarian
Language
18
Min age
25
Max age
4
Number of male volunteers
4
Number of female volunteers
8
Total number of national volunteers
NO
Vegetarian
Tizen5let Youth Association and Municipality of
Partner
Kazár
Name
Summary

The organization was created by 15 young people in
2008 because there were no organization which was
dealing with problems of youngsters. For today we
have 27 members who take part in the life of the
organization as voluntary worker.
Next to our association there are some other non
profit organistation in the village . E. G. Association
for retired people of Kazár, Sport Association,
Culural and traditional Association… etc. Every
year our main program is the Beach Party, where
famous Hungarian DJ makes music. True beach
atmosphere with sand, pool, cocktails and palm
trees.
We help to develop the village and keep the
environment clean. We renovated fences and we
organized action to clean the forest near Kazár.
Every summer, each day we set up handcraft
programs for children. These programs are free of
charge and the little ones like them very much. We
also made projects to improve our activity, that is

how we could buy 5 pieces of Bringóhintós.
Youth work and voluntary work are very important
for us that is why we joined to our Finish friends
when they were planning the recycling roadshow.
Whit this program 10 of our members could go to
Finland for 10 days. It was a kind of study tour how
to recycling things especially the plastic bottles.
We also take part in European Union projects since
we have been the member of the union since 2004.
We took part in Hungarian Slovakian cross border
cooperation.

Work

Accomodation and food

Location and leisure

http://tizen5let.hu/
Crafts, leisure occupations for children (age 7-14),
outdoor activities. We will listen the ideas of the
workers what to make with the children we will also
create some ideas. The first day will be the
introducing and planning day. Every day we will
discuss about the daily programme. The working
time will be from 8 am till 3. pm.
Bunk beds
In a tourist house there are 3 rooms each with 5
bunk bends. The house has 3 bathroom with 3
toilets and 1 common kichen so there is an
opportunity for cooking. It will be optional how
many people would like to sleep together.
Every day we will give for our voluntaire workers: cold breakfasr
-lunch packet
hot dinner
Kazár village nearest city is Salgótarján 20minutes
by bus (10 km). From Salgótarján is an opportunity
to visit many exciting cities. There is also
opportunity for walking tour. In Salgótarján are
some museums.
In Kazár is 8 museums which will be available for
the voluntaiers free in an organised time, and there
is a Riolity- tuff near the village wich is uniqe in
Europe. There will be outdoor activites with the
local youth organisation.

Requirements

Airport
Train/bus station
Note

good treatment for children
patience
neat appearence
BUDAPEST Liszt Ferenc Airport
Budapest (Stadionok Bus station) to Salgótarján
Budapest Keleti pályaudvar (East train station)
We would like to ask you that try to arrive for the
program until 03. 07.2017. 12 a.m.
You can come also 02. 07. 2017. but when we will
have the list of workers we will discuss about the
arrival time.

